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One day your dog’s running around then the next they can’t
stand and have a very obvious head tilt!
Vestibular disease strikes our dogs suddenly and it’s often
completely unexpected!
While this condition is commonly seen in senior dogs, it can
happen in dogs of all ages, cats, humans and any other
species with a complex inner ear system. Located in the
inner ear and brain, the vestibular system helps our pets
maintain balance and coordinate the position of their head,
eyes and legs.
This condition can be triggered by an ear infection or
perforated ear drum but generally, its considered to be
“idiopathic,” meaning that no one knows exactly what
causes it!
Symptoms of Vestibular disease are a sudden head tilt, loss of balance, falling or rolling to one side,
circling, trouble walking and abnormal eye movement (nystagmus), often from side to side. As you can
imagine, these symptoms are often accompanied by dizziness, nausea, vomiting and loss of appetite.
It is important to get you pet checked by the vet asap to have Vestibular disease diagnosed and more
serious conditions ruled out.
Initially the vet may do full blood work to make sure there are no underlying issues and the pets are
often placed on anti-nausea medications and administered intravenous fluids to help with the nausea
and subsequent dehydration that can occur.
Although idiopathic old dog vestibular disease can be frightening for both you and your pet, the good
news is that the condition often clears up on its own within a couple of weeks. While some pets may
retain a head tilt, most seem to regain their sense of balance and do just fine.
Dogs that don’t show signs of improvement in a few days/weeks typically require additional
medication or diagnostics, which may include the use of steroids, MRI and/or
a CT scan to look for evidence of a stroke or brain lesions.
While you pet is recovering provide them with a comfortable place to rest,
such as on a comfortable cushioned bed with their water bowl within reach.
They may need help getting up and down to go to the toilet and since a
wobbly dog is more prone to falls you may also want to block off staircases
and cover sharp edges on furniture to prevent injuries. Your pet may be
disorientated and stressed so extra cuddles and just spending time with the
pet can help them greatly also.

Pocket pets are finicky animals, which require a lot of
attention.
Guinea pigs are prey animals, so they will tend to hide their
illnesses. Any small change can be of huge importance, such
as a change in their shape or size, change in their day to day
habits and changes in their eating patterns as it could
indicate your piggie is sick.
This is what Miranda one of our nurses recently discovered
with her guinea pig Barry! One night she noticed he had been
urinating more than usual and it looked a bit red. The next
morning when she could see better, she lifted up one of his
houses and his straw was definitely blood tinged.
She took him to see Dr Ray
Burton, where he suggested a
urine test. He then prescribed
some antibiotics and pain
relief. He took x-rays as a precaution and got Dr Dolly Jackson to
perform an ultrasound to ensure there were no stones in his bladder,
which luckily for Barry there wasn’t!
Over the course of the infection and treatment he has lost a staggering
150g, for a guinea pig this is a lot, however because of the
circumstances this is normal. If your piggie loses weight or there is a
change in their behaviour, without their food or environment changing,
it could mean they are unwell.
Whether they have a problem with their teeth, urine, bowel movements
or some other reason it is best they get seen by a vet who can diagnose
and prescribe the correct treatment.

Did you know cats are seasonal breeders and can have multiple litters per year!
Now is the ideal time to desex your cat to avoid unwanted kittens in the future.
So this autumn we have some awesome specials on cat desexing.

Females $150 Males $100*
*Surgery costs only, does not include extras.

Call us today to make a booking and take advantage of this amazing deal!

-HEARTWORM ALERTWith the increased mosquito population
Mount Hutton Pet Hospital is offereing FREE*
heartworm tests, if you convert from monthly tablets
to yearly injection heartworm protection.
Take advantage of this deal this MARCH and APRIL.

SAVING YOU $65.50!
*At the time of heartworm injection

Within the last 4 months, 5 cases of the reptile disease
caused by the paramyxovirus called the Sunshine Virus
have been reported in the Newcastle / Lake Macquarie
region.
This highly fatal disease is extremely contagious and is
almost 100% fatal when a snake is infected. The virus is
only known to affect pythons, especially the Carpet and
Diamond Python, and since they are the most commonly
kept species, reptile keepers must be vigilant to ensure that
their snakes remain healthy.
Sunshine Virus infection can produce a wide range of
symptoms but most commonly appears as pneumonia that
progresses to neurological disease. In many cases, no
obvious symptoms are seen except loss of appetite and lethargy. Irrespective of presentation in the early
stages, nearly 100% of cases result in neurological presentations such as loss of balance, inability to climb and
abnormal posture such as head tilting. If you notice any symptoms that are similar to these in your reptiles
then Veterinary advice should be sought. Testing for the virus is available and should be performed on
suspected cases.
New reptiles must be quarantined for at least 6 months well away from other snakes if more than one is kept to
ensure that the new snake is not incubating the disease. This disease is incredibly contagious so be very careful
when visiting other people who keep snakes as well. Thorough hand washing if snakes are handled is very
important as well as shoe and clothing treatment. If you have had a snake die in recent months you must
always thoroughly disinfect the enclosure and not use it for other snakes for at least 12 months.
I cannot over - stress how contagious and deadly this disease can be and it can potentially wipe out whole
snake collections in a very short time so be alert and be aware of its presence in the Hunter. Prevention through
simple safety practices can avoid disaster.
Ring us at Mount Hutton Pet Hospital if you are concerned about your snake’s health.

The wombat is an adorable marsupial (mammal with a pouch). The Wombat lives in a burrow, that has two
entrances. They spend their time roaming the surrounding bush for fresh grass and roots to eat, hanging out in
their burrows and creating more tunnels and potentially more entrances and exits. They are a nocturnal animal;
this means they spend their time sleeping during the day and foraging at night.
If the wombat feels threatened, then they will run at an average of 40km/hr into their burrows and suddenly
stop, a dingo (who may be chasing them) will then run smack into the wombats hard back plate. This is an
amazing defensive technique for the wombat, but potentially life threatening for the attacker, as it can break
their jaw.
Wombats weigh around 35kg and can get up to 1m in length.
The pregnant wombat has a gestation of 21-30 days, she gives birth to only one young at a time every two
years. The joey climbs into its mother's pouch right after birth to finish developing and stays there for around
five months. A wombat's pouch is backward; it opens toward the bottom, instead of towards the chest. This
prevents dirt and debris from entering while burrowing. A joey clamps down on its mother's teat, which helps
prevent it from falling out! Wombats can live to about 15years in the wild to 20 – 30 years in captivity.
They are incredibly adapted to our environment with
a very slow digestion period which means they
survive in the dry environments, not only that but
with their underground tunnels has also helped
them to survive the recent bush fires and
unintentionally helped other non-threatening
animals to survive. Many animals that could fit and
were allowed to share the wombat’s home had an
increased chance of surviving the ferocious fires!
However the fires were not the only threat, the lack
of food and shelter has now left many animals
including the wombat starving and venturing further
for food.
Unfortunately humans have had a huge impact on
the wombats and other native animals habitats with
deforestation threatening their survival.
Wombats are truly gorgeous creatures.

The breed is believed to have been developed in the
Piedmont region of Italy, the Spinone is a very old
breed and it is believed to be one of the oldest gun
dogs in existence dating back to ancient roman
times.
Centuries of working with man as a hunting
companion have created a loyal, intelligent dog that
is easily trained, although some can be stubborn
about performing certain tasks. Because they are a
sensitive breed, motivational training works best for
them, as this gentle dog's feelings can easily be hurt
when handled incorrectly.
The Spinone is a very active breed, but typically
moves at a relaxed trot more than a fast sprint, it is considered to be the perfect jogging partner as it
will not run off in front and leave its human companion struggling to keep up.
It will be happy in a small to medium sized yard as long as it receives regular walks.
The Spinone is a strong-boned, solidly built dog with a well-muscled body
and limbs. They have a coarse wiry coat and are described at having a
human like expression that shows intelligence and understanding that is
enhanced by their eyebrows, moustaches and beards.
Spinones need a good brush each week and may require grooming to
prevent knots and matting. They will need extra attention around the
mouth to clear away food and dribble caught in the beard.
The Spinone are expected to live between 10-12 years, the two main health
concerns to look out for are entropion of the eye (where the eyelid turns in)
and hip dysplasia however the breed is new in Australia and care has been
taken with breeding to minimise these issues.
Spinones are described as patient, gentle, intelligent and faithful. Breeders
say this breed is excellent with children and other animals.
We recently meet our very first Spinone in clinic, Giuseppe is just adorable
and one of our recent Puppy Preschool graduates.

-PARVO ALERTCases of Parvovirus have been reported in our local area! Make sure your dog’s
vaccinations are up to date. If unsure please contact the clinic and talk to our staff.

Parvovirus can be deadly, make sure you dog is protected!

Meet Miranda, she has two dogs Cosmo (German short
haired pointer) 10yr and Max (German wired haired pointer)
12yr along with an adorable guinea pig Barry 4yr. Miranda
started off her animal career by completing her certificate III
in captive animals at Taronga Western Planes Zoo, then
moving onto volunteering at the Australian reptile park for
two years. Then finally making her way into the vet nurse
industry! She started doing work placement here at Mt
Hutton Pet Hospital, earning her a job halfway through her
Veterinary Nursing course. She loves the challenges that are
presented to the clinic. She also loves to assist clients in
their animals needs and to take care of the patients that
come into the hospital. She loves the idea of learning
something new each day and that not every day is going to be the same routine.

